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Abstract 
Banerjee, D., A technique for solving a class of quadratic FP equations, Science of Computer 
Programming 19 (1992) 61-85. 
Among all the available approaches for reasoning about recursive functional programs, Backus’ 
expansion methodology can often provide more insight about the semantics of the original program. 
Expansions to the linear recursive programs and certain classes of nonlinear ones have been 
obtained earlier by different researchers. In this paper we obtain simple expansions to a class of 
quadratic FP equations defined as p = p + q; g op*o h. The present expansion technique is different 
from those in the available literature, and it widens the domain of the applicability of the FP 
functional algebra. 
1. Introduction 
One of the principal attractive features of functional programming in general is 
the ease and convenience of reasoning about the developed programs. Traditional 
reasoning methods about recursive functional programs rely almost solely on induc- 
tions of various kinds, while the more recent “applicative calculus”-based [S, 61 
approach usually starts from a nonrecursive closed form of programs. Some may 
argue that both these methods, particularly the second one, though capable of 
producing impressive optimization and synthesis results can be nonconstructive in 
many cases. One has to make an intelligent guess about the intended property of 
the given program before proceeding with the task of rigorously establishing it. A 
third alternative about reasoning about certain classes of recursive programs is to 
reason algebraically via expansions. 
Backus [l] has introduced the concept of expansions which are actually nonrecur- 
sive representations of recursive programs from which their properties can be easily 
inferred. In [2] Backus has provided a partial structural characterization of linear 
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recursive programs for which simple expansions can easily be obtained. His formaliz- 
ation is later extended by Williams [14] and Harrison [9, lo] in providing expansions 
to a few classes of nonlinear programs. In this paper we further the development 
of the algebraic approach of reasoning about recursive programs by providing 
expansions to a class of quadratic programs the likes of which are not treated in 
[9,10, 141. 
In Section 2 we briefly describe FP semantics and previous work on expansions 
of FP programs. In Section 3 we discuss our overall strategy for obtaining expansions. 
Section 4 contains our set of assumptions, and some necessary lemmas, while Section 
5 describes the actual expansion technique. Section 6 establishes the p, q-distribu- 
tivity [ 141 for a limited class of equations, and finally Section 7 draws the conclusion. 
In the remainder of the section we briefly discuss the FP notations and functions 
used in this paper, for a complete description the reader is referred to [l, 21. 
An FP system consists of a set 0 of objects, a set F of functions, and a set C of 
combining forms. A proper object can be either an atom or a sequence. Typically 
the atomic subset of 0 will include the truth values (T and F), numbers, characters, 
etc. A sequence is represented as a list of zero or more objects separated by commas, 
and enclosed within a pair of pointed brackets. (A, 1, B) and ( ) are two examples 
of sequences, the last one being the empty sequence. I (bottom) is a special element 
of 0 representing the meaning of any meaningless or nonterminating computation. 
Any sequence containing I as an element itself collapses to 1. 
F contains a set of primitive functions, which will typically include the usual 
arithmetic functions and predicates defined on numbers, and functions for accessing 
various components of a sequence. Other functions can be defined in terms of the 
existing functions (and objects) using FP combining forms. The application of a 
function f to an object x is denoted as f: x. All FP functions are strict (f: I = I) 
and they produce I on being applied to unreasonable arguments. 
The four basic combining forms of C are Composition (o), Construction ([. . .]), 
Condition (+ ;), and Constant (-). The effect of forming new functions with the 
help of these four combining forms are shown in the following: 
(fog):x=f:(g:x), 
[fi,f2,.. .,fn]:x=(f1:x,f2:x )...) fn:x), 
(p+q; r):x=ifp:x= T then q:x 
else ifp:x=F then r:x else 1. 
Unlike the above three combining forms which take functions as arguments, the 
Constant combining form takes an object y as argument. 
y:x=y if xfl then y else 1. 
To make general statements about FP expressions the notion of forms [2] has 
been introduced. E# is a form denoting a functional expression where the function 
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variable ,! can be substituted by any valid function expression. E “4 (n 2 0) denotes 
composition of forms defined as 
En&= 
1 
En-‘(Et), if n > 0, 
x otherwise, 
whereas f” (n 2 0) denotes the composition of functions defined as 
f” =fn-‘of for n > 0, 
f” = id (the identity function). 
f= Ef is a typical example of an FP program; for a recursive program E contains 
at least one occurrence of the function f: In the following, some of the primitive 
and defined FP functions used in this paper are described informally by means of 
examples. 
l Selectors (e.g. 1,2, etc.) are used for extracting individual elements of a sequence. 
For example, 
l:(a, b, ~)=a; 3:(a,b,c)=c; l:a=1. 
l tail (tl) returns the rest of a non-empty sequence after removing the first element. 
For example, 
tl:(a, b)=(b); tl:(a)=(); t1:a=l.. 
l addn, subn, and gt are the usual arithmetic functions and predicates. For 
example, 
add2:5=7; add2:a=I; gt : (3,2) = T. 
l null determines whether the sequence argument is empty. For example, 
null : (A) = F; null : ( ) = T; null:A=l. 
l id keeps its argument unchanged; id : x = x for any object x. 
2. Semantics, and expansion theorems 
All the functional expressions of this paper are semantic in nature; they are 
members of the space of the strict continuous functions having 0 as both their 
domains and codomains. The underlying semantic structure of 0 is a flat complete 
partially ordered set (CPO) with the partial ordering relationship defined as x&x, 
and I cx for any object x of 0. The ordering relation is extended to functions by 
writing fr g if f: x c g : x for all objects x. 1 is the least defined function since i of 
for any function J: 
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Using the standard domain constructors [13], the semantic domain of classical 
FP can be expressed as follows, where like [lo] we have also considered the full 
space of continuous functions [0 + 0] rather than its strict subspace. 
D=O+F+C, 
F=[O+ 01, 
C=[[O+ o]*+[o+ o]J+[o+[o+ O]]. 
The above domain expression is not reflexive since in classical FP functions and 
objects belong to two different sets without the existence of any isomorphism between 
them. However, reflexive domains are also suggested [8, lo] for the semantics of 
extended FP. 
We manipulate FP expressions algebraically. FP algebraic reasoning is based on 
a collection of functional identities (algebraic laws), which follow from the 
definitions of combining forms and primitive functions and is similar in spirit to 
the “calculational programming” [5,6]. Using these laws, a given program definition 
can be manipulated at the function level by substituting semantically equivalent 
functional expressions to obtain either a more representative easy to comprehend 
or a more efficient version. 
Though all the algebraic manipulations performed in this paper are semantic in 
nature, they have a strong syntactic flavour associated with them. Considering the 
four basic combining forms we can have an abstract syntax of FP specified as 
follows, where E stands for FP expressions formed from K (the constant function 
symbols), V (the variable function symbols), and 0 (the objects): 
E::=K)VjEoE/[E,...,E](E+E;E(6. 
Now since in FP the syntactic and semantic operators have identical notations, 
intuitively any FP semantic equation can be lifted trivially to the syntactic level 
[lo]. For example the algebraic law 
Va,p,q,rEF.a~(p~q;r)=p~u~qq;u~r 
gets lifted to the syntactic domain as’ 
Va,p,q,r~E.u~(p+q;r)=p+u~q;u~r. 
To apply FP algebraic laws to recursive programs we usually take recourse to 
expansions, which are concrete representations of the original programs. For 
example the following recursive program 
Def last = nullotl-, 1; lastotl 
has an expansion as 
last=null~tl-,1;null~tl2~1~tl;...;null~tl’~1~tl’~‘;... 
=nu11~t1+1;nu11~t1*+2; . . ..null~tl’+z. . . . . 
’ We use the same symbols informally to represent the syntactic entities (FP expressions) and the 
semantic entities (functions) they denote. 
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The above-mentioned expansion spells out in bits and pieces the semantics of 
“last” and can be very conveniently used to reason about various properties of it 
using the laws of FP algebra. Now “last” is a very simple example of a tail-recursive 
program. For more complex instances also, expansions, if they do exist, can be of 
much help in understanding the meaning of the original recursive programs and to 
reason about them algebraically; in fact the success of algebraic reasoning with 
recursive programs depends heavily on the existence of simple expansions for them. 
Expansions have been utilized profitably not only for pure reasoning purposes but 
also in synthesizing recursive programs [3, 121, and for conversion to iterative 
versions [ 111. 
FP algebraic reasoning using expansions consisting of replacement of functional 
expressions with their semantic equivalents along with possible use of induction is 
rather different from the approach advocated by algebraic semantics [7]. Algebraic 
semantics deals primarily with the infinite syntactic tree obtained as the limit of the 
finite computation traces of a recursive scheme; a subsequent interpretation of which 
yields the function computed by a program. In contrast FP expansions are purely 
semantic; they directly represent the function defined by a recursive program without 
considering the formal operational aspects of tree substitutions. 
In [2] Backus proved his Linear Expansion Theorem which provides us with the 
expansions for most of the commonly occurring recursive programs where the 
number of recursive calls grows linearly with respect to the magnitude of their 
arguments. A form Ht is linear if 
(L.l) there exists a form H,P called the predicate transformer of H#‘, such that 
H(a + b; c) = H,a + Hb; Hc, for all functions a, b, and c, and 
(L.2) H(i) = 1.' 
Stated simply the Linear Expansion Theorem asserts that the least solution to the 
functional equation #‘= El, where E+‘= p + q; HJ and H#’ is linear, can be expressed 
as 
f=!I_mE’(i)=p+q; H,p+Hq;...; Hfp+H’q; . . . . 
Williams [14] extended Backus’ result to two classes of nonlinear equations by 
relaxing the constraint (L.l) behind the definition of the linear form. After restricting 
the distributivity of Hf only over the conditionals encountered while obtaining 
expansions rather than over all conditionals, and incorporating certain other restric- 
tions, Williams proved his “overrun-tolerant” expansion theorem to obtain solutions 
to programs like “Fibonacci” and “fuse”. Williams also suggested the introduction 
of a consequent transformer Hz+ of a strict form H& By defining the equation 
4 = p + q; Ht to be p, q-distributive if, for all z 3 0, 
H(p+q;. . .; Hfp + H;q; i) 
=H,p+H,q;...; Hf+‘p + H;+‘q; Hi, 
’ Actually we have simplified Backus’ definition slightly by making H+’ strict. 
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he proved his “p, q-distributive” expansion theorem for solving nonlinear equations 
like McCarthy’s 91 function. Williams has left the task of characterization of the 
triples (p, q, and Ht) for the p, q-distributivity of HJ as an interesting topic of future 
research, a partial answer to which may be found in [3]. 
Harrison [9] linearized a wide variety of nonlinear programs, typical examples 
of which are again “Fibonacci” and “fuse”. Though the work is directed more 
toward program improvement [ 111 rather than formal reasoning, from the linear 
versions of the original nonlinear programs, expansions can easily be obtained using 
the Linear Expansion Theorem. In [lo] Harrison presented an impressive FP form 
level approach for solving equations belonging to both the “overrun-tolerant” and 
“p, q-distributive” classes in an unified setup. But in his approach of solving the 
p, q-distributive quadratic equations, the peculiar and interesting nature of the 
approximating functions can get totally lost, which can be captured by analyzing 
the equations in a less general way [3]. 
In this paper we provide expansions for a class of quadratic equations of the 
form J=p + q; go/‘0 h under certain constraints on their parameters. Expansions 
to quadratic equations of the form 4, = p -+ q; &oh have been obtained in [3,10,14]. 
For example, for the program, 
Deff, =gtlO-+sub8;f~~addlO, 
using the results of either [3] or [lo] we can have the expansion as 
But if we consider an apparently similar looking program, 
Deff, = gtlO+ sub8; add4of:oaddlO, 
the expansion cannot be written down so easily. Expansion for a slightly generalized 
version off2 is given in Example 5.6 of Section 5. For terminating computations in 
general, a function like add4 reduces the number of recursive calls to fi when 
compared with that off, for identical arguments, but makes its expansion much 
more complex than that off,. 
Programs of the form of f2 are not considered in [lo]; for the quadratic equations 
considered there the successive consequents (qi) in the expansion are related to 
each other in the simple way of qi+l = ql 0 r (the function r depends on the parameters 
of the equation). This is not the case for the above-mentioned equation, the relation- 
ship between successive consequents can be very difficult to express; in fact under 
a suitable definition scheme the subscripts of the successive consequents in the 
expansion do not even form a monotonically increasing sequence. 
The expansion technique of this paper is different from those found in the existing 
literature, all of which provide rules for writing down the general predicate- 
consequent pair in the expansion. Our general result is not in the closed form. It 
provides a set of initial predicate-consequent pairs, and a simple inductive rule for 
generating successive predicate-consequent pairs from the earlier ones in the 
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expansion. In general we do not have any expression for the general term in the 
expansion, and in most instances the terms of the expansion become so unwieldy 
in appearance that we resort to a tabular technique for representing them. 
3. Overall approach 
Let us consider the equation /= Et=p + q; Hj, where Ht= goj*oh. The second 
approximating function (f2 = E*(i)) to its solution can be written down as 
f2=p~q;go(p~(poq~q2;i);i)oh (1) 
=p~q;poh~(poqoh~goq20h; i); i. (2) 
Now unlike the case of a linear program, in expression (2) the consequent associated 
with the predicate “p 0 h” is itself a partially defined function “p 0 q 0 h + go q*o h; i” 
expressed as an FP conditional. Not only do these partial functions as consequents 
in the approximating functions make their appearance complex, in most cases they 
render any attempt to obtain general expansions for nonlinear equations fruitless, 
since the occurrence of a partially defined consequent in any approximating function 
will contort the structure of the consequents in all the succeeding approximating 
functions as well. It should be apparent from an attempt to evaluate a few more 
fi’s (z > 2) that the approximating functions in the general case become inscrutable 
after a certain interval, and it is not possible to obtain the straightforward general 
solution to the functional equation under consideration. 
We shall see that imposing some constraints on p, q, g, and h permits us to obtain 
simple but nontrivial solutions to the above-mentioned functional equation. The 
intuitive idea behind the constraints is not to allow the occurrences of partial 
functions as consequents in the expressions of the approximating functions. 
To present a flavour of the main effect of the constraints, let us again consider 
the expression of f2 as given in (1). If the particular properties of the functions 
concerned are such that the term “p 0 q -+ q*” can be pulled out from the inner pair 
of parentheses and placed in front of p, the guard predicate, then f2 attains a simpler 
form as 
which is void of any partial consequent. 
In general, in an expression like 
P~(P,~q,;~~~;P~-1~41~1;PI~q1;4~);~, (3) 
where a is any function, we pull out some predicate-consequent pairs (say up to 
those subscripted by r - 1) and push the guard predicate p in to get associated with 
q,. giving rise to the simplified expression 
PI + 91; . . . ; PrYI+ qr-1; p + qr; a. (4) 
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Our present set of constraints may also permit us to ignore certain predicate- 
consequent pairs after the occurrence of a certain predicate in the expressions of 
the approximating functions. For example we may rewrite an expression like 
P~4;P1-,41;...,PZ~1~42-1;~ 
as 
p+q; a. 
Examples of algebraic manipulations involving pulling out of certain predicate- 
consequent pairs and at the same time pushing the guard predicate in can be found 
in the evaluations of approximating functions in Section 5. 
4. Assumptions and preliminary results 
To express formally our most important assumptions regarding the parameters 
of the functional equation J=p + q; g0i20h, we need a definition of the logical 
connective “implication” in FP, and in this paper we use the three-valued definition 
of Williams. In the following we reproduce the truth table of x = y from [ 141, where 
x and y are objects, and r~ represents any FP object other than T or F. 
F T T T 
T F T F , 
V T T T 
The object level definition of 2 is extended to functions, by writing f 1 g iff: x 1 g : x 
for all objects x. 
It should be noted that Williams’ three-valued FP implication connective is 
transitive; if x 1 y and y 2 z then x 1 z, where x, y, and z are objects, and so for 
any three functions J; g, and h, if f1 g and g 2 h then j-2 h. 
Before writing down our group of conditions, we introduce the definitions of pi 
and qi which remain valid throughout the paper. 
Notation. piandq,aredefinedtobep~q’~hiandq~qi~gi~h’=qit’~gi~hifori~0. 
We drop the explicit use of the subscript 0 on p and q by just noting that by the 
definitions of pi and qi, 
po=poqOoho=poidoid=p 
and similarly 
90 = 9. 
v represents any FP object other than T or F, and max( i,j) stands for the maximum 
of two integers i and j. 
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Using the above-mentioned definitions of pi and qt we call the following group 
of four conditions collectively as condition A in the rest of the paper, and may 
continue to refer to the individual ones as condition A.l, condition A.2 at appropriate 
places. 
Condition A. 
A.l. q, g, and h are commutative with respect to each other regarding composition. 
A.2. There exist two natural numbers m, and m, such that 
(a) mo>ml, 
(b) m, is divisible by m, - m, , 
(c) pm,oqogi=p for OGjs 1. 
A.3. p=p,. 
A.4. For all objects x, (p : x = u) = (pl : x = u). 
An example of a functional equation which satisfies condition A with mo= 1 is 
p=gtlOO+subl; addloJ20add2 
actually defining the function 
-~ 
f= gtlOO+ subl; even+ 101; 102. 
Conditions A.2(a) and A.2(b) jointly imply m,- m, = n and m, = Kn, where K 
and n are nonzero natural numbers. We study the nature of the approximating 
functions of the functional equation #=p + q; goi h and obtain solutions to it 
under different constraints on the values of K and n. For the case where mo= 1 
(and so m, = 0) we can determine the exact values of the approximating functions, 
while for other instances of m, and m, we work in a slightly roundabout way to 
reach the solution. 
Condition A.1 allows us to identify functions like g’oqo(qo h)* with q3 = q30g20 h2. 
Conditions A.2, A.3, and A.4 are instrumental in allowing us to pull out relevant 
predicate-consequent pairs from the influence of a guard predicate, to push the 
guard predicate in, and to ignore certain predicate-consequent pairs after the 
occurrence of a particular predicate in the expressions of the approximating func- 
tions. Condition A.2 actually determines the precise positions (the subscript r in 
reaching expression (4) from (3)) where the guard predicates get pushed in. 
For the equations solved in this paper, the functions p and q are such that po q 3 P.~ 
Condition A.~(c) consisting of two predicate equalities reflects the interactions 
between the functions q, g, and h. The functions g, h and the composite function 
(qoh) “act in opposition” to function q; for example, in case of 
p=gtlOO+subl; addloP20add2, 
g (=addl), h (=add2), and (qoh) (=addl) add natural numbers while q (=subl) 
provides a subtraction. 
3 The condition p 0 q 2 p can be easily derived from conditions A.l-A.3 (see the proof of Lemma 4.7(a)). 
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Under these sorts of characteristics of p, q, g, and h, the implication connective 
2 may exhibit a pivotal behaviour when considered between the pair of functions 
p, and pi’qk (i,j, k*O). up to a Certain point Pi”qk implies pi, i.e., pioqk Ipj for 
0 G i S r, and after that pi 1 p5 0 qk, where s 2 r. The pivotal behaviour of 2 can be 
obtained formally from conditions A.l-A.3; m. and m, of condition A.2 actually 
determining the pivot. Condition A.4 is similar to condition A.3 and is necessary 
for making statements in three-valued logic. 
Before proceeding with the task of obtaining an expansion we establish some 
necessary propositions and lemmas. At first we mention a few simple propositions. 
Proposition 4.1. Provided (a : x = F) 1 (ai : x = F) for all objects x, where 1 G i s n, 
a~b;a,~b,;a,~b,;...;a,~b,;b, 
=a+b; 6,. 
Proposition 4.2. Provided 
(i) a,Iafor lsi<n, and 
(ii) (a : x = F) 1 (ai : x = F) for all objects x, where 1 G i G n, 
a-,(a,~b,;a,~b,;...;a,jb,;b,);b 
=a,+b,;a2+b,;...;a,+b,;a+b,;b. 
Proposition 4.3. Provided 
(i) ai 1 a for 1 G i S n, 
(ii) (a : x = F) 1 (a, : x = F) for all objects x, where 1 G i < n, and 
(iii) a 3 a,, 
a + (a, + b, ; a2+ b,; . . . ; a,_, -f b,_, ; a, + b,; b,); b 
=a,~b,;a,jb,;...;a,~,~b,_,;a~b,;b. 
Proposition 4.4. If 
(i) a, 1 a*, and 
(ii) forallobjectsx (a,:x=v)~(a,:x=v), 
then for all objects x 
The proof of Proposition 4.4 follows straightaway from the associated conditions 
and the truth table of the 13 connective, and the proofs of Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and 
4.3 can be established by case analyses considering the three different values T, F, 
and v of the result of the function application a :x. 
Next we prove two lemmas needed to simplify the expressions of the approximat- 
ing functions algebraically. The first part of Lemma 4.5 allows us to express the 
predicates in the approximating functions solely in terms of pi’s, while its second 
part and Proposition 4.6 are responsible for fixing the pivot of 2. 
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Lemma 4.5. If conditions A.1 and A.2 hold, then 
(4 pZoh =P~,+~+~ for ~2% and 
(b) peg =pn. 
Proof. 
(a) pZoh 
=poq’oh’oh (definition of pz) 
= P mOOqOqZO h’oh (condition A.~(c) for j = 0) 
= m,,+z+, P (condition A.l, and definition of pi). 
(b) p=pw,,,oq (condition A.~(c) for j = 0), 
p =pm,OqOg (condition A.~(c) for j = 1). 
From (5) by the axiom of extensionality 
!5) 
(6) 
P”g 
= P m,+nOqOg (from condition A.2(a)) 
=pm,OqOgoq”ohn (definition of pi, and condition A.l) 
Epoq”oh” (by (6)) 
= Pn. 0 
Proposition 4.6. Provided conditions A.1 and A.2 hold, and j - k( 1 + n) + m, 3 0, 
pj-k(l+n)+m,,” qk = P,. 
Proof. 
Pj-k(l+n)+m,loqk 
=&kn+qOq”gk 
(rearrangement using condition A.l) 
=pogkoqi~kn+m,ohJ~k”+m,oq 
=pkn o qlpkn+moa hj-kn+m,O q 
(k-fold application of Lemma 4.5(b)) 
=p_oqoqLh 
=poq’oh’ (by (5)) 
=p,. 0 
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Our main analysis in Section 5 hinges on the conclusions of the next lemma which 
establishes the pivotal behaviour of 3, and for proving it we need the following 
two simple facts: 
If j-2 g, then fob = gob for any function h. 
If for all objects _X {(f: x = F) 3 (g : x = F)}, then 
for all objects x {(fo h : x = F) 3 (go h :x = F)}, 
where h is any function. 
(7) 
(8) 
Facts (7) and (8) follow simply from the definition of 1; fact (7) actually states the 
extensionality of the = connective. 
Lemma 4.7. If condition A holds then for some$xed natural numbers j and k: 
(a) Pioqk3Pjfor O~isj-k(l+n)+mO, 
(b) pj lpMoqk, where M = max(O, j - k(l+ n) + m,), and 
(c) for all objects x 
{(P,:x=F)I(Pp,aq,:x=F)} for O<isj-k(l+n)+mO. 
Proof. (a) From condition A.3 and relation (7) we have for iz0 
poqioh’xp,oqiohi 
or poqiohixpoqi+‘ohi+’ (condition A.l) 
or Pi3Pl+l. (9) 
From (9) by the transitivity of 2 we have 
pii xpiz, where il, i230 and il c i2, (10) 
from which by another application of relation (7) we have 
Pll”qk =Pi2’qk, where il, i2, k2-O and il< i2. (11) 
Now ifj-k(l+n)+m 
. . 
0a 0 then from Proposition 4.6 we have pj_k(l+n)+q’qk Ipj 
trivially, from which conclusion (a) follows readily by (11) and the transitivity of 1. 
(b) Ifj -k(l+n)+m,<O orj<k(l+n)-m,, then 
Pj 3Pk(l+n)-mo (by (10)) 
‘P”9 
k(l+n)pm,o hk(l+n)-m, 
=p~~qoqk(‘+n)-moohk(‘+n)m, (by (5)) 
=P&=qkohkoq 
=pogkoqkohkoq 
(k-fold application of Lemma 4.5(b)) 
=P”qk. (12) 
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Again, if j - k( 1 + n) + m, > 0 then from Proposition 4.6 we have 
pj 3P~-k(l+n)+~oqk~ (13) 
and so conclusion (b) gets established from (12) and (13). 
(c) From conditions A.3, A.4, and Proposition 4.4 we have for all objects x 
{(P,:x=F)I(p:x=F)}, 
from which we have by (8) for all objects x 
{(Pi2°qk:X=F)~(Piloqk:X=F)}, 
where il, i2, ka0 and i22 il. 
(14) 
Again, from Proposition 4.6 we have for all objects x 
{(Pi:X=F)=(pj~k(,+,,+,o”qk:X=F)}. (15) 
Conclusion (c) follows from (14), (15), and the transitivity of 2. 0 
We use Lemma 4.7(c) in two different contexts. In the context of Propositions 
4.2 and 4.3 it is used for pulling out predicate-consequent pairs from the influence 
of guard predicates, while in the context of Proposition 4.1, it is used for ignoring 
certain predicate-consequent pairs. For clarity in use in the latter context, we use 
a slightly rephrased form of it as 
for all objects x 
{(P,~,:X=F)~(pi”qk:X=F)} fOrOSi<j-k(l+H)+mo-1. (16) 
5. An expansion technique 
For solving the functional equation J= p + q; goj’o h we have to ascertain the 
nature of the approximating functions (fi) to the solution. Unfortunately, it is 
extremely cumbersome and tedious in general to determine the exact expressions 
of the fi’s beyond a certain point. But we can easily prove the following lemma, 
where we use the ordering relation “2” defined as follows. For any two functions 
fand g, 
Lemma 5.1. If condition A holds, then 
“L~p+q;pl+q,;.. .;pz_,+q2-,;I for O<zGm,+l. 
Proof. 
Basis : 
f,=p+q;go(i)20h 
=p+q;i 
zp+q; I. 
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Induction step: 
(induction hypothesis and monotonocity of FP combining forms) 
(since z - 1~ m,, by Lemma 4.7(a) and (c) for j = k = 0, 
and Proposition 4.2) 
=lp~q;go(p~q~qoq;...;p,_,oq~q,_,oq;i)oh 
=P+q;Pl+ql;~~~ ;pz+qz; 1. q 
To sidestep the difficulties arising out of the determination of thef,‘s, we conceive 
another chain of functions {f:} such that 
fL=p+q;...; pz_l+qz_l; i for O<z~m,+l, 
fL+1=p+q4;go(fi)20h for zZm,+l. 
In the following we show the evaluation of fmof2 in some detail, mainly to 
demonstrate and exemplify the irregular way in which the guard predicates get 
pushed inside the guarded expressions. 
(17) 
=p~q;go(p~(...);...;p,-,~(...);P,~qoq,; 
. . . ; pm+ 4oqnh; Doh 
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(since m, = Kn, by (m,- K + 1)-fold application of Lemma 4.7(b) 
and Proposition 4.3) 
go(p~(...);...;PK~2’(...);POqK~1’40qK--l; 
. . . ; Pm!-(K~l)n~l~qK~1+ q~~(K-1)n~l~qK-l; 
PKpI-+ qmq~(K-l)n”qK-l; PK + q”qK; 
(by Lemma 4.7 for j = k = K - 1, and Proposition 4.3) 
=p+q;go(p+(...);...;pK-2+(...); 
PK-I + %?q-(K~l)n”qK~l ; PK + q”qK; 
. . . ; Pw + 9044 i)oh 
(by (16) for j = k = K - l,.and Proposition 4.1) 
=p+q; 
go(poq-, 404;. ‘. ; Pm(-l”q’ qfylO4; 
p~qm,,~q;Pl~q~~n~ql;~~~; PK-l+q~-(K-l)n”qK-l; _ 
pK’q~qK;pK+l’q”qK+l;~~~;Pmo~q~qm,;~)~~ (18) 
(by (K - 1)-fold application of Lemma 4.7 for j = k = z 
where 0 s z G K - 2, Proposition 4.3; and (K -2)-fold 
application of (16) for j = k = z where 16 z S K - 2, 
Proposition 4.1) 
=p-+q;... ;pmo+l+q~+l; Pf9,+2+qnl-n+2; 
. . . ; Pq+K + %Tk-_(K~l),,+K ; 
p%+K+l-+ qK+l; . * . ; Pm”+m”+l+ 4r?b+1; L (19) 
(by (m,+ 1)-fold application of Lemma 4.5(a)). 
In the algebraic simplification process performed for reaching expression (18) 
from (17), the last (m, - K + 1) guard predicates pi (K c is m,) get pushed in 
immediately and get associated with the consequents of the form qoqi, whereas the 
first K guard predicates p, (0~ is K - 1) d o not get pushed in immediately but 
after some predicate-consequent pairs in getting associated with consequents 
q,,,,_in~qi. This irregular behaviour of guard predicates explains the nonuniform 
growth of the subscripts of the consequents in expression (19). 
We represent the general predicate-consequent pair in the expressions off: (z > 0) 
as pj + q,, (j 2 O), where the subscript j’ depends on j, but need not run consecutively. 
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Using the above-mentioned notation of the predicate-consequent pairs the general 
nature off: can be represented as 
fi =p + 9; . . . ; Pj + a'; . . . ; PN(z) + @N(t))‘; i? 
where N(z) is a function of z. 
(20) 
The determination off: will be complete if we can establish the value of N(z), 
and the relationship between j’ and j. For convenience we identify the term 
“max(O,j - j’( 1-C n) + m,)” with M,. Mj actually determines the pivotal behaviour 
of the 1 connective when considered between the pair of predicates pj and pioqj8. 
Next we evaluate fL+r for z > m. + 1 given the expression off: in (20), and in 
the process we establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. If condition A holds, then the subscripts of the predicates and consequents 
of expression (20) maintain the following relationship. 
C.l. (a) N(z) = z - 1 for 1 S z G m,+ 1. 
(b) N(z)=(z-m,)mO+(z-m,-1) forz~m,+l. 
C.2. (a) j’=jfor Osj<m,+l. 
(b) j’=max((j-m,-l)‘+l,j-n(j-m,,-1)‘) forjam,,+l. 
C.3. Mj = max(O, j - j’( 1 + n) + mo) s m, for j 2 0. 
Proof. C.l(a) follows from the definition off: (1 G z 6 m,+ l), which also provides 
the basis for conclusion C.l(b). From the expression of fMo++2, as given in (19), 
conclusion C.2(a) readily follows. 
Forj=(m,+l)+r,whereO~r<k,wehavefrom(19) 
j’=m,-rn+r+l 
=max(r+l,m,-rn+r+l) 
=max((j-m,-l)+l,j-n(j-m,-1)) 
=max((j-m,-l)‘+l,j-n(j-m,-1)‘) 
(by conclusion C.2(a), since here r s K s mo). 
Again from (19) for j = (m,+ 1) + r, where K + 1 s r G mo. we have 
j’=r-kl 
=max(r+l,m,-rn+r+l) 
=max((j-m,-l)‘+l,j-n(j-m,-l)‘), 
thereby establishing the basis of conclusion C.2(b). 
Using conclusion C.2(a) we have for j = r, where 0 G r s mot 
M, = max(O, r - r(1 + n) + m,) 
=max(O, m,-rn)Gm,, 
which sets up the basis for conclusion C.3. 
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Yz+I=P+~;~~(P+~; . . ..Pj+qj.;... ;P~(~)'q(~(z))';i)~oh 
(by (20) and the definition off: for z 3 m,+ 1) 
=p+q; 
gO(P+ (- .*);...;Pjp,+(..*); 
P,+ (P”qj’+ 4”@~; . . . ; PNcz)“qJ,+ q(N(z))‘Oqj’; iI; 
As a general term in the above expression of f:+r let us consider 
Pj+(P”Clj’+4”4j’;... ;PN(z)‘qj,-,4(N(z)),‘qj,; D, 
(21) 
(22) 
where ja 1. 
In the following we consider two cases. 
Case 1: M, = max(O, j -j’(l + n) + m,) > 0. Here (22) can be simplified, using 
Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.3, to 
poqj,+ qoqj,; . . . ; PM,-lo 9j’+ qM,~l’ 4,‘; Pj + q&4,’ 9j’ 
since by the induction hypothesis corresponding to conclusion C.3, M, s m, and, 
for OSjS m,, j’ =j by conclusion C.2(a). 
Now inside expression (21), due to the presence of the predicate pJ-l just before 
it, the above-mentioned conditional will get simplified to the single predicate- 
consequent pair pj + q,,,, 0 qjs by (16) and Proposition 4.1. 
Case 2. Mj = max(O, j - j'(1 + n) + m,) = 0. In this case (22) will get simplified by 
Lemma 4.7(b) and Proposition 4.3 to pj + q 0 qjs = pi + q,+,, 0 qj). 
Thus in both cases expression (22) inside expression (21) gets simplified to the 
identical predicate-consequent pair. 
Applying similar reasoning N(z) - 1 times we simplify (21) to: 
P~4;go(P-,(...);P,~P~,oq,; 
. . . ; PN(z) + %4,c,jo q(N(z))‘v . i)oh 
=p+q;... ; h,+I + %q,+l ; . . . ; PN(z)+m,,+l + %t4,(,)+(N(z))‘+l ; 1 
(by Lemma 4.7, Proposition 4.3, and Lemma 4.5(a)). 
Now 
N(z)+m,+l 
=(z-m,)m,+(z-m,-l)+m,+l 
(induction hypothesis corresponding to conclusion C.l(b)) 
=(z+l-m,)m,+(z-m,), 
which concludes the induction step for conclusion C.l(b). 
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For establishing conclusion C.2(b) we note from the above construction that each 
pair of the terms pj + qj, of (21) originating from f: has contributed a pair of the 
form Pj+,+l + qM,+js+l in the expression off:+, , where 
j=(Z-~m,-l)(m,+l)+r, OGrGm,. 
Now 
M,+j’+ 1 
=max(O,j -j’(l + n) + m,,) +j’+ 1 (definition of Mj) 
=max(j’+l,j+mO+l-nj’) 
=(j+m,+l)‘. 
Again, corresponding to the above-mentioned pair 
P,+fq+l+ qM,+j’+l =&+m++l+ q(j+mo+l)‘r 
we have 
Mj+m,,+, =max(O,j+m,+l-(M~+j’+l)(l+n)+m,), 
and we consider two cases to establish conclusion C.3. 
Case 1: Mj = 0, i.e. j -j’( 1 + n) + rn,,~ 0. In this case (23) becomes 
Mj+,+r =max(O,j-j’(l+n)+q-n+m,) 
<max(O, m,-n)<m,. 
Case 2. M, > 0. Here from (23) and Case 1 it is easy to see that 
Mj+q+r cm,--<mm,. 0 
(23) 
Now 
f,=p+q;i 
cp+q;...;pq-l+q,-,;i 
=f& (definition off&). 
Assuming fi ~f&,+~_, for z 2 1 we have 
fit1 =p+ 9; P(fiPh 
EP + 4; g”(f*“+z--1)20~ 
=fmOtz. 
So fi Ef&_, for z 2 1. 
Again from Lemma 5.1 and another simple induction we have f:cfz for z 3 1, 
and so in conjunction with the above relation we have 
f:CfiCfmotz-, for ~21. (24) 
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Hence f, the least solution to 4 =p + q; gO+“oh, is equal to 
lim fi = lim f: . (25) z-m z+m 
Conclusions C.l and C.2 of Theorem 5.2 completely determine f: for any z. But 
in general it is very difficult to keep track of all the consequents off:. However, in 
special cases, close observations may unearth the existence of certain patterns in 
the values given by conclusion C.2(b) of Theorem 5.2 from which simple expressions 
can be obtained for j’ for all j. Next we present two theorems regarding two such 
special cases. 
Theorem 5.3. If condition A is satisjied with K = 1, then 
j’=j-km, for k(m,+l)<j~(k+l)(m,,+l), 
where k 2 0. 
Proof. By a simple induction on k. The basis (k = 0) follows straightaway from 
conclusion C.2(a) of Theorem 5.2. As the induction step we have for (k + l)( m, + 1) < 
j~(k+2)(m,+l): 
j’=max(j-(k+l)m,,j-n(j-(k+l)m,-1)) 
(by conclusion C.2(b) of Theorem 5.2, and induction hypothesis) 
=j-(k+l)m, 
(in the assumed range of j). 
Theorem 5.4. If condition A is satisjed with n = 1, and K > 1, then for k 2 1: 
(a) j’=k(m,+l) forj=(2k-l)(m,+l)+r, where l~r~mm,, 
(b) j’=k(m,,+l)+l forj=2k(m,+l) 
(c) j’=k(m,+l)+rforj=2k(m,+l)+r, where lSr<m,, and 
(d) j’= k(mO+l)+m, forj=(2k+l)(m,+l). 
Proof. The proof proceeds again by an induction on k. 
Basis: The basis instances of conclusions (a) and (b) follow simply from con- 
clusions C.2(b), and C.2(a) of Theorem 5.2, while the bases of conclusions (c) and 
(d) follow from conclusion C.2(b) of Theorem 5.2, and from those of conclusions 
(a) and (b) respectively. 
Inductionstep: (a)forj=(2(k+l)-l)(m,+l)+r,where lSrSm,,wehave: 
j’=max((2k(m,+1)+r)‘+l,(2k+l)(m,+l)+r-(2k(m,+1)+r)‘) 
(conclusion C.2(b) of Theorem 5.2 for n = 1) 
=max(k(m,+l)+r+1,(2k+l)(m,+l)+r-k(m,+l)-r) 
(by the induction hypothesis corresponding to conclusion (c)) 
=(k+l)(m,+l) (26) 
(since r G mo). 
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(b) Similarly for j =2(k+ l)(m,+ l), we have: 
j’=(k+l)(m,+l)+l (27) 
using the induction hypothesis corresponding to conclusion (d). 
The proofs of the induction steps of conclusions (c) and (d) are similar and they 
follow from (26) and (27) respectively. q 
Example 5.5. The defining functional equation of the program 
Deff=gt(a)+sub(b); add(b)of20add(2b), 
where a and b are integers and b > 0, satisfies condition A with m, = 1. 
Here pi =gt(a - ib), and qi = add((2i- 1)b) for i20, and since mO= 1 implies 
K = 1, using Theorem 5.3, and equations (20) and (25) we have the solution as 
f=gt(a)+sub(b);gt(a_b)+add(b);gt(a_2b)+add(3b); 
gt(a-36)~add(3b);gt(a-4b)~add(5b);gt(a-5b)-,add(5b);... 
=gt(a)+sub(b);gt(a-b)+add(b);gt(a_3b)+add(36); 
gt(a -5b)+add(5b);. . . (by FP algebra). 
To represent lim,,,f: for more general cases in FP, there must be some finite 
way of representing the f:, which in turn demands some sort of regularity in the 
nature of the subscripts of the consequents. 
As illustrated earlier during the proof of Theorem 5.2, the predicate-consequent 
pair p, -+ qjf (j 2 0) in f: (z 3 m,+ 1) contributes the pair pj+m,,+l + q(j+mo+l)t in f:+, . 
To investigate any regularity in the subscripts of the consequents we found the 
expression of j’ given in conclusion C.2(b) of Theorem 5.2 is rather inconvenient 
to work with; instead we consider the difference expression 
(j+m,+l)‘-j’=max(l,j+mO+l-(n+l)j’). (28) 
It is easy to see from expression (20), and conclusion C.l(b) of Theorem 5.2 that 
for zZm,+l: 
(F.l) f:+i gets more defined over f: by (m,+ 1) new predicate-consequent pairs, 
(F.2) the subscripts of the successive predicates differ by 1, and 
(F.3) the first N(z) predicate-consequent pairs offL+r are identical to those off:. 
We can tabulate the values given by expression (28) in the form of a rectangular 
table, for j = k( m, + 1) + r, where k 2 1 and 0 G r 6 m,. Each row of the table contains 
(m,+ 1) entries corresponding to a particular value of k. We call the table a 
“consequent-difference” table. Using this table and the facts (F.l)-(F.3) mentioned 
above, we are able to write down the predicate-consequent pairs for f: (z 2 m, + 3) 
up to any desired extent. Now for representing the limit of the chain {f:lza 0) 
in a finite way there should be some repetition/regularity in the entries of any 
consequent-difference table. 
As an example we consider Table Tl, which is the consequent-difference table 
when K corresponding to condition A.2 assumes the value of 2. In Table Tl the 
Table T 
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n 
rows 
n+l 
rows 
l,l,m,-n+l,l...l 
- 
(w-2) 
times 
l,l,l, m,-n+l,l... 1 
- 
q-3 phase 
l...l,m,-n+l,l...l 
- - 
PI+, n-1 
1 
l,m,-n+l,~,mo-n+l,l...l 
- 
n n--2 
l,l,m,-n+l,l... l,m,-n+l,l... 1 
- - 
n n-3 
‘-1 
II 
l...l,m,-n+l,l...l,m,-n+l I- - n-1 n 
l...l,m,-n+l,l...l 
2 n 
n 
I_ -- - 
m,-n+l,l...l,m,-n+l,l...l 
n n--l 
Repetitive phase 
final (n + 1) rows are bunched together and they represent the repetitive nature of 
the table. These (n + 1) rows occur repeatedly after the portion of Table Tl marked 
as “initial phase”. 
The class of functional equations which satisfy condition A and for which Table 
Tl is applicable are those which also satisfy the condition p 0 g*o q = p. As an example 
of an equation of this category, f = gtlO+ sub8; add40f20add10 can be cited. 
The nature of Tl can be established by simple induction using (28). We have also 
identified and proved the nature of the consequent-difference tables for the cases 
where 
(1) K>2, n=(K-l)y, and 
(2) K>2,n=(K-1)y+1, 
where y is a nonzero natural number. These two tables are considerably complex 
and bulky in appearance and can be found in [3], where the treatment is marginally 
different from that of the present paper. 
We consider an example below to illustrate the use of Tl in solving a functional 
equation. The example is chosen to keep the expansion within manageable limits. 
Example 5.6. The defining functional equation of the program, 
Deff=gt(a)-+sub(b); add(d)of’oadd(c), 
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where a, b, c, and d are integers such that 
(i) b>O, 
(ii) b =2d, and 
(iii) 2c = 5d, 
satisfies condition A with m, = 4 and n = 2. The appearance of Tl for this particular 
instance is shown next. 
1 
2 
1 3 1 1 
Initial 
1 1 1 3 1 
phase 
jir(: ‘i ‘: \ ‘i}]Repetitive phase 
From (19) we have, say, 
f*,+z=p+s;. . .;Ps~95;P6’q4;P73q3;Ps~44;Ps~45;~ 
=p+q;... ; p4+ q4; e; 1. 
We use the above table to generate the f: (z 2 WI,+ 3) successively. In the rest of 
the example, “---” stands for the expression off:-, excluding the final “;” and i. 
For example we write, say, 
_ 
&,+3 = ---; plO+ q6 ; PI 1 ~~S;~l2’~6;~13~~5;~14~~6;~ 
= ___; e’; 1, 
f&+4 = ---; ~~S~~7;~16~~6;~173~7;~lX~~S;~19~~7;~ 
= ___; eff; 1. 
Similarly we can express f&+, ,fmot6, and f&,+, . 
From the repetitive nature of the above table it can be easily established that in 
general the expression by which f&+C3z+7j gets defined over f&+C3z+4j (z a 0) forms 
a regular pattern and can be expressed as 
ez =PZO+lSz + %+5Z; P21+15z + q9+5z; . . . ; P34tl5z + %2+5z. 
So J; the least solution to the functional equation equation under consideration, can 
be written down as 
f=limf~=p+q;...;p,-+q,;e;e’;e”;e,;e,;...;e,;.... 
z+* 
6. p, q-Distributivity 
Since the definition [14] of a p, q-distributive equation is dependent on the 
properties of the particular functions p, q, and those constituting H{, a structural 
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characterization of p, q-distributivity is not possible to attain. Again from the very 
definition, it is obvious that to determine H,P and H& one has to ascertain the 
exact nature of the approximating functions fZ. Now if m, of condition A.2 is 1, we 
have from (24) f: =fi for z > 1, and from the exact expressions of the approximating 
functions in particular instances we can determine H,J and Hz,! as illustrated in 
the following example. 
Example 6.1. We consider the program of Example 5.5. From the definition of fZ, 
relation (24), facts (F.l)-(F.3), Theorem 5.3, and FPalgebra we have the approximat- 
ing functions: 
f, = gt( a) + sub( 6); I, 
f2 = gt(a) + sub(b); gt( a - b) -+ add( 6); i, 
.&=gt(a)+sub(b); gt(a- b)+add(b); gt(a-3b)+add(3b); i, 
f,=gt(a)+sub(b);gt(u-b)+add(b);gt(u_3b)+add(36); 
gt(u -5b) + add(5b); i 
. . . 
from which a pair of possible values of H,/ and H2f can be ascertained as 
H,+‘=/oa-b+l+~~add(2b);#~add(b), 
H2J = joadd(2b). 
The validity of H,/ and Hz/ can be established by first proving by induction that 
for all zZ 1, 
Hf(gt(u)) =gt(u -(2z- l)b), 
H;(sub(b)) = add((2z - l)b), 
and then simply noting that for z z 1 
f, = @(a) + sub(b); 
H,(gt(a)) + H,(sub(b)); 
. Hf-‘(gt(u)) + H;-‘(sub(b)); i. . . . )
7. Conclusions 
The expansion technique presented in this paper can be considered to be an 
interesting exercise in the development of the algebra of functional programs. It 
also demonstrates the elegance of the variable-free FP algebra in transforming and 
manipulating function definitions. The nonlinearity in the class of equations con- 
sidered in this paper arises due to the presence of the Composition combining form 
between the recursive calls. Thus in the FP sense, the amount of nonlinearity of the 
present class of equations is higher than the “overrun-tolerant” equations [14] of 
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Williams or the equations considered by Harrison in [9], where the nonlinearity 
arises due to the presence of the Construction combining form. But their results 
have wider applicability since the cascade-type recursions [4] are more common in 
normal programming exercise, whereas equations of the form / =p + q; g of0 h are 
rather uncommon to encounter in practice. Notwithstanding this fact it will be 
interesting to find out the nature of the subscripts of the consequents for some of 
the cases omitted in this paper. 
As discussed earlier in Section 5, for the representation of the solution in FP in 
general cases we relied on the existence of some sort of repetition in the entries of 
the consequent-difference tables like Tl. By executing a computer program we have 
studied many instances (depending on the values of m. and n) of the consequent- 
difference tables. The repetition is obtained in all the cases but the nature of this 
coveted repetition is rather irregular. Since the value given by equation (28) is strictly 
bounded on both sides, on the lower side by its definition and on the upper side 
by conclusion C.3 of Theorem 5.2, it appears that the repetition exists in the entries 
of the consequent-difference tables for all instances of the quadratic equations 
satisfying condition A, but we are still unable to establish the conjecture. 
The basic difference in the expansions presented in this paper with those of the 
quadratic equations considered by Williams [14], and Harrison [lo] lies in the 
irregular nature of the subscripts of the consequents. Though HJ= goj20h satisfies 
the structural requirements of Harrison’s DBL-1 form, and the quadratic equation 
which satisfies condition A also satisfies the first four conditions of [lo, Theorem 
11, the irregularity in the subscripts of the consequents rules out the possibility of 
application of [lo, Theorem l] or its corollaries, since Harrison’s formulation 
assumes HJ, the consequent transformer, to be Gqj= gopoqoh. 
The expansions rather than the original function definitions are of more help in 
understanding the effect of the programs on any argument, and also in proving any 
of their desired properties. Perhaps Harrison’s [lo] remark about object level 
reasoning from the original definitions of nonlinear programs being “sometimes 
only practicable if one already knows the answer ” is more aptly applicable to the 
quadratic equations of this paper when compared with the nonlinear programs 
considered in [9,10,14]. 
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